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Security Considerations as You
Transition to a Remote Workforce
As the COVID-19 pandemic pushes organizations to adopt a workfrom-home strategy, ensuring the security of the entire organization
becomes a critical priority for IT, security, and business leaders.

Consider this:
X Remote workers are
joining less secure
networks where
systems aren’t behind
network security
controls
X Work from home
strategies mean high
VPN demands and
increased remote
conferencing
X Endpoints that aren’t
fully patched or are
free from configuration
are more likely to get
infected
X The likelihood of
credential theft soars
as employee username
and passwords are used
on unmanaged systems
X Remote workers are
not one size fits all—
each business continues
to have unique needs
as their staffing and
continuity plans are
disrupted

Arctic Wolf® is here to help with security fundamentals, ensuring:
24x7 Monitoring
24x7

Incidents are more likely to occur when systems aren’t behind network
security controls. Around-the-clock coverage and the Arctic Wolf Agent
monitor new threats on core infrastructure and roaming endpoints, and the
Concierge Security™ Team tailors protection to the specific needs of each
environment.
Advanced Threat Detection and Response
Identify critical threats within minutes with our managed detection and
response (MDR) solution and isolate the threat and contain the infected
system with the Arctic Wolf Agent before it spreads to other systems or
escalates to a full breach.
Proactive Endpoint Security Measures
Remote workers are more likely to be on networks with little to no security
controls. Proactively identify at-risk, misconfigured systems and prioritize
endpoint patching to reduce the attack surface with our managed risk
solution.
Cloud Infrastructure and Application Monitoring  
Cloud services are critical to the remote workforce. Our MDR solution
monitors for threats, service issues, and misuse and allows access to the
cloud expertise of our Concierge Security Team and 24x7 monitoring.
Account Takeover Protection
All Arctic Wolf customers are alerted of compromised credentials to quickly
identify account takeover risks and reset passwords before damage is done.

For more information, check out the top recommendations from the Arctic Wolf
Concierge Security Team at arcticwolf.com/updates.
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